**Block Area**
We will hang pictures of local community landmarks around this area. While children build, teachers will talk to them about the shapes, colors, and textures they are using.

**Sensory/Science**
Our teachers will add pictures to the blocks for the children to match and provide “postcards” and envelopes for our parrots to manipulate with a “mailbox”.

**Dramatic Play**
Our American Sign Language signs will be hanging in this center for us to reference as we pretend to be doctors taking care of our baby dolls.

**Book & Language**
Teachers will read books about community helpers and practice the American Sign Language signs for doctor and help.

**Creative Expression**
In our art center this week we will get creative as we make pictures with dot markers, yarn art on contact paper, play dough structures and paint using various painting tools.

**Music & Movement**
Our Parrots will learn two new songs this week about community helpers and explore with musical instruments during our “Band Practice”.

**Outdoor Experiences**
We will practice our fire drill procedures while walking outside to our playgrounds. This week, we will bring out chalk, instruments, and balls to play with on the playground.

**Theme:** Community Helpers
**Health & Wellness:** Fire Safety
**American Sign Language:** Doctor, Help

**Group Times**
This week we will be learning about community helpers and fire safety. We will read books about visiting the doctor, go through our toy doctor kit, and talk about our teeth and dentists.